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About This Game

Protect your settlement from bloodthirsty barbarians!

At your disposal will be archers and mages. You can also build obstacles.

The main feature of the game is the complete control of all towers. You can turn them in the right directions, give them
protection and weapons. You can also improve the radius of damage.
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this game is♥♥♥♥♥. Altitude is a free to play 2D flying combat PVP game. It worked, looked ok, played ok, sounded ok. Has
some quick Steam achievements in the tutorial, has bots in skirmish games. It was sold, now Free to Play. Has plenty of
populated servers with different maps. Try it, you might like it.
For more info:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9YI9nFPHxM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p1Qs7Tg40o8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NK8-Yyk1LtY

http://www.gamesradar.com/altitude-review/

https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/tag/altitude/

http://jayisgames.com/review/altitude.php

http://www.outofeight.info/2009/07/altitude-review.html

http://dailypwn.com/altitude-for-pc-review/. BEST PLAYERS IN THE WORLD!. The game is Horrible and ppl team kill and i
Also suggest BF1 or a Diffrent Realistic Game EXEPT this the game SUCKS Because it just sucks. moe moe nyan nyan...

if you own the OVA this is a very nice 20 minute extra, full of cuteness.. Jolly Rover is a good point-and-click adventure game
that is similar and even makes references to the Monkey Island series. It's fairly straightforward, offers Steam achievements and
allows you to kill time. Unfortunately, it is best run in windowed mode as it only supports one resolution.. I was sure Gumboy
Tournament is some kind of platformer/puzzle game, but it's not, this is some kind of racing/party game. It's OK if you plan to
play with someone else, but it gets boring really fast while playing alone.. It took me a little bit to get into it, it's an awfully short
game and there's some DAMN hard achievements by all accounts. But it's actually pretty fun when you get into it, and figure out
how to balance all the stuff together.
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For the price, it's a good game. Any more expensive and you may expect more.

Basically a turn base strategy game with some familiar / new characters where you fight through scenarios. Not much for
storyline, pretty basic world. Interesting to play as the evil folks over the humans and dwarves. Love it.

Good, simple strategy game with lots of differnet classes. Nobody told me I would have to be able to tell the difference between
a blue ball and a dark blue ball. Honestly, they could have chosen a different color for the "not-blue" ball. Anything other than,
you know, BLUE would have sufficed, really.

For a game called Hearing, you'd think the objects would make different noises for you to distingush between them. But alas,
no.

There's not very many ambient noises to listen to either. Environments are nice though.

Flawed, but I liked it. 5\/10, would get tinnitus again.. Summary: A typical anime in a form of a game with elements of both
TBS and VN. Features some minor choices, but overall linear. Far from perfection, but will grant you several not boring
evenings. Worth getting on sale.

Detailed:

1. Gameplay 7/10

Typical for JRPG. Turn-based, very gear-depended, a bit grindy. Main story battles are very easy, side missions are harder but
only because enemies there has multiplied lvl and stats. AI is dumb as a stump anyway.

2.Story and worldbuilding overall. 5/10

Again, typical anime nonsense with few details, but do you really need them in such a game?.Don't take it too seriously and
you'll be fine. Anyway, process of Judgement is kinda fun - as long as you doesn't try to find any logic in this. Just enjoy the
process :)

3. Characters. 10/10

The main value in this game. At first, most personalities seem bland and stereotypical, but as you progress the main storyline
and raise you affection with teammates, you will see how really unique and uncommon are almost every one of them. With few
exceptions, chars are mature despite their young age, able to think really out of the box, and really are "Not all gold that is
glitter". Some char's personalities change drastically during the course of the game, and that is awesome.

 Altrough some elements of romance are present during gameplay, there is really no romance routes, so dont expect much in
that alley, but this is not needed here - instead, when out of 12 random NPC bodies (at start), you get 4-5 persons who you really
care about in the end (and whose skills and loyalty you can trust), this is great experience. Go team! :)

P.S. Himeno Akatsuki is the best waifu anyway <3
Just sad that girls with personalities like hers don't exist in real world T_t

4. Music 7/10

Its 10/10 for OP, END and battle OST's , but.... whats with that gay porn music during every dialogue with companions?! So
annoying, have you ever tried playing that yourself ,devs? ffs

5. Art 8/10

It is actually better, than you can judge from screenshots. Altrough enemies are boring and lack in variety, main characters are
very well drawn, both in custcenes and in tactical battles.
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Total: 7/10, if you don't mind JRPG games with all their bads and goods, and dont have anything better on your list, then you
should give this one a chance.. DOOM: gameboy edition. Very good puzzle game, great atmosphere and plot, remembering me
System Shock or SOMA.
I finished a first time the game in 5.5 hours, all puzzles done, but i'm good at puzzle games. Expect double or triple time if you
are average. I finished the game without unlocking any achievements, so I guess there is not of secrets and differents ending, so
a certain replayability.

The game is almost perfect, just 2 problems for me :
- too much blur everywhere, hurting eyes after a longplay
- the gameplay is more efficient with a mouse than a gamepad. But like most people, cursor don't move using a mouse, I had to
enable the beta mode [compatbility] to fix it. If the developer don't find a way to make both controls working in the same mode,
making mouse working as default should be a better choice for PC (since playing this game with a gamepad is anyway terrible).
I liked this one. Standard HOG but a middle eastern prince of persia vibe. I will say this. I did not find all the hidden dingers.
Honestly I wasn't even sure there was one per scene cause I looked but did not find. Maybe use a guide if you want all the
locations. Storyline was decent if a bit predictable. Voice acting didn't make me want to kill anyone either so theres a plus. Give
it a whirl if you like this sort of game.. This sequel drops you right where the first game ended. Agent 47's Russian uncle goes
through a PTSD-like dream which conjures up many of the deeds he has carried out as a SMERSH agent. Making the lack of
emotion emanating from Hitman's colder-blooded protagonist all the more understandable, for continuity's sake that is...

On a more serious note, Death to Spies: Moment of Truth features better graphics, slightly more comfortable gameplay mechanics,
and manages to become immersive up to a certain extent (both environment and soundtrack-wise). Nazi imagery isn't ridiculously
censored anymore, and although this isn't of the utmost importance, it still constitutes a little plus in my book. Oh and you can also
switch the voice-acting to its' original Russian version.

The only downside I can think of is the length of this game. Which is considerably shorter than the first outing. Needless to say,
you'll still waste plenty of time looking for this-or-that oddity which may (or may not) confer a tremendous advantage over your
prey. You get a fair variety of locations and situations.

All in all, I enjoyed this game much more than the former, more rugged Death to Spies. I'd highly recommend this game for those
of you who are unhappy with the course the Hitman franchise has taken, you'll possibly find solace in this gem.. Pretty shallow. I
was wishing there were more depth like spacechem, but there's only two types of "combiner engines" and it quickly turns into doodle
god with memes, trying all the combinations until you get bored and check the wiki.

And you have a rectangle select for batch selling, but not for batch moving? Why?
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